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Rio for Partiers is a travel guide to Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) designed for red blooded tourists. It

outlines, in a step-by-step manner, all the must-see tours of Rio: relaxing tours (exactly where to go

to unwind), adventure sports (who to contact for instructions), cultural (the essential tours) and rainy

day ideas (what to do in Rio when it's raining). It also goes into detail on what every tourist must try:

from snacks to tropical fruit juices, to Brazilian cuisine to local drinks. Thirdly, it lays out the nightlife

scene, giving each day of the week the best option for: clubbing, live music, street parties or bars.

Lastly, it offers dozens of tips on topics like safety, prices and how to deal with Brazilian boys and

girls. But what makes Rio for Partiers even more desirable is that it can save the tourist lots of

money: the publishers have partnered with sports instructors, bars and restaurants to get them to

offer a discount or bonus to bearers of our book: just show the cupons in the back and you are

automatically entitled to free drinks, discounts to daily rates and VIP entrance (no waiting in line) at

the best bars and clubs. In short, Rio for Partiers tells you everything you need to know to have a

blast in Rio.
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"Cristiano showed us more of Rio in three days than we would have seen in a month by

ourselves..." -- Andrea Hitzberg, Blue (Canadian TV Travel Show), December 12 2003"This guys

knows all the nooks, dives and undeground joints in Rio" -- Donald Harrison, Jazz Musician, 29 Oct

2003



Cristiano Nogueira also authored Salvador For Partiers. Has lived in Brazil, Chicago and Austria has

hosted over 120 groups of young tourists in Rio de Janeiro.

Well, I did bring this to Rio with me and I was definitely there to Party. I didn't realize that I was

getting an older version (mine was from like 2007 and I went to Rio in 2014, I bought a used one

and new ones were over 100 bucks! I thought I was getting a deal. So clearly things have changed

in Rio since then, they have had the World cup, exchange rate is different, etc.... Emailed some

places about the activities in the book and they didn't respond. I never tried any of the coupons

because they were so old. But I think that overall this was a good overall guide and much of it still

applies. Lots of good advice especially about generally how to behave, what to do, what to avoid,

etc....

I wish more travel guides could be as easy to read and understand without all the extra details! The

pictures are up to date with Rio. Cris has color pull out maps with quick notes for finding your

direction. Coupons, Emergency numbers and notes, and translation cheat sheet! Very Cool! As well

as reviews of places toeat,drink,shop,visit,places to stay or rent with current rates and also alot of

extra stuff people are curious about seeing or doing while in Rio. Cris talks like he's a close friend

you've know for a long time. As for the "deleted dateing and discriptions of woman in Rio; Cris

should put a "warning" for timid or people who get offended easy! This book is for everyone from

Straight to Gay and what ever you call yourself! This book tells it like it is in Rio so visitors (like

American's) for example can choose what to do or see visiting Rio. This is NOT a sex guide! It is

what it is: Travel Guide for "PARTIERS" If you are not this kind of person, DON'T PICK IT UP TO

PEEK! And this book does not disrespect the Brasilian woman! But it does help in being careful with

woman who you might meet in a bar or certain areas of town or beach that you should not take up

to your hotel room. (Las Vegas could use that advice for tourist who visit and meet too friendly

woman on the strip or in the casinos) Get this book because it is what you want! Rio For Partiers, is

for everyone!!!! Cris wants you to have fun but be careful since you are in another country.So have

fun with in Rio with "RIO FOR PARTIERS! Don't let your friends barrow it because they might tell

you; ah man I can't remember where I put it! YOU WILL NEVER SEE IT AGAIN!!!

I you go to Rio, and don't have any one there to show you around, then don't leave without this

book. Actually even if you have someone there, take the book. You will enjoy Rio a lot more that

way. The author also has a great web page with basically the content of the book and daily updates



of what to do. Unfortunately (not for me), is not in English (Spanish, German, French, Italian, and

Portuguese). Buy a month or so before you go, and read it and select the places you want to go.

There is so much to do in Rio.

I just came back from Rio. This book was competing with my friend's Lonely Planet, and my

Fodor's. They had no chance. "Rio for Partiers" got called the "Magic Book" after several great tips

we found there. Afterwards, we followed it religiously and it never disappointed us. Thanks!

I was planning my trip to Rio, and I was sooo disappointed that NONE of the well-known guidebooks

had updated 2010 or 2011 versions, then, I found Rio for Partiers! Now, I'm not a partier at all

(meaning, I didn't take advantage of the clubbing scene), but I loved this book for everything else! I

especially LOVED LOVED the free mp3s to teach you the basics of Portuguese! Who knew that the

Brazilian currency (the Real) was prounounced "Heyeyes"!!!???? Thank goodness I listened to

those mp3s! I loved all the food pics, and the taxi rate guide, etc. Thanks to Rio for Partiers for

making my trip to Rio awesome!

This book was very helpful, except for the coupons as they were not accepted anywhere! This book

should be cheaper than it is.

and excellent restaurant suggestions here. This book was all over Rio de Janeiro so it's become

very popular, it makes up for Frommers Guide to Rio by suggesting some excellent restaurants and

entertainment ideas that Frommers fails to mention. A definitely plus for the Rio bound!!!
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